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Host Club – The Arizona Outlaws 
2018 marks the Arizona Outlaws 356 Club’s 25th year as a very active 

356 Registry regional club. 
 

Outlaws events are known for a casual, laid back vibe with spirited 

driving on winding two lane back roads, widely diverse scenery and 

friendly hospitality. 
 

The High Desert Holiday 2019 is being planned in typical Outlaw’s style. 

 



2019 – The Outlaws Are Due 
High Desert Holiday 2019 will mark the 5th West 

Coast Holiday to be presented by the Arizona 

Outlaws, with memorable Holidays held for five 

straight decades… On the Nines 

 

1979, 1989, 1999, 2009, 2019 



The Location – Flagstaff, AZ 
Located at the intersection of Interstates I-17 & I-40 at the base of the 

San Francisco Peaks, Flagstaff is the largest city in Northern Arizona. 
 

Flagstaff is surrounded by one of the largest pine forests on Earth and 

at nearly 7,000 feet, it is one of the highest elevation cities in the 

United States. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 The great weather and proximity to the Grand Canyon, Sedona, 

Route 66 and more, makes it an ideal location for a gathering of the 

356 faithful. 



Regional Highlights – Everywhere 
Flagstaff and Northern Arizona offer a wide array of local interesting 

attractions beyond the majestic Grand Canyon and Sedona… 
Lowell Observatory 

Museum of Northern Arizona 

Walnut Canyon National Monument 

Northern Arizona University 



Experience - Native American Culture 
Arizona is the proud home to 22 sovereign American Indian communities 

that serve as the foundational recipe to Arizona’s unique spiritual, 

cultural, and economic richness. 

Throughout Northern Arizona’s museums and Indian-ruin sites, you’ll step back 

into the past with an up-close experience of artifacts and fascinating 

structures that were built and used by these tribes in day-to-day life. 



Our Venue – Little America Hotel 
Our host hotel is the Little America Hotel in Flagstaff. The hotel has been 

recently renovated and we have been offered exceptionally 

reasonable pricing for our event. 

The Welcome Party, Concours Award Banquet, Registration, Hospitality, 

Tech Sessions, and the Goodie Store will all be located at the Little 

America Hotel.  

We think it is an amazing destination, and you won’t be disappointed! 
 



Driving Tours – As Good As It Gets 
Driving tours are planned on winding two-lane roads with destinations 

including the majestic Grand Canyon South Rim, the scenic and twisty 

Sedona-Jerome-Cottonwood loop, and the iconic 

Standin’ on the Corner in Winslow Arizona photo-op. 



Tech Sessions – Arizona’s Own 
Technical Sessions will include a local flair, drawing on two 

Arizona 356 body and interior restoration experts. 

• Matt Howard, Deluxe Customs (Tempe, AZ) 
 

• Scott Johnson, Stuttgart Upholstery (Phoenix, AZ) 
 



The Concours – A People’s Choice 

Saturday’s High Desert Holiday Concours event will take place on a 

scenic golf course near the event headquarters.  

All cars are invited to show and will be eligible for People’s Choice 

balloting in nine model specific classes and three special classes 

including Best of Show.  

Bring your camera, because the sight of over 250 classic 356’s will be a photo opportunity to 
savor for years to come. Specially designed crystal awards will be presented for each class at 

the Saturday night Awards Banquet. 



Awards Banquet – A Real Coup 

Saturday night’s Concours Award Banquet will feature a very special 

guest presentation that will be a highlight of the Holiday, 

Ms. Renee Brinkerhoff of Valkyrie Racing. 

This will be an exciting opportunity to hear about Renee’s quest to make history 

by racing an iconic Porsche 356A on all seven continents. 

YES, even Antarctica! 

Her Project 356 World Rally tour consists of 20,000 miles in some of the world’s most 

extreme races.  



Swap Meet – Ya Know You Want It 
And what Holiday event would be complete without the opportunity to 

sell some Porsche stuff or go home with some ‘new’ Porsche stuff.  

Sunday will feature an outdoor swap meet of all things Porsche and 356. 



The Arizona Outlaws are going all in to create an extraordinary 

West Coast Holiday event. Join us for four great days in the cool 

pines of Flagstaff, Arizona on October 2-6, 2019. 


